Goals:
- announcements
- advice for how to do background research
- introduce paper 2
- paper 1 presentation
Announcement

• There will be a short (~30 min) in-class quiz to test your understanding of basic concepts in the papers in this course

• Date: TBA, but will happen ~3/4 of the way through the course, well before course project is due

• worth 15% of your grade (will shuffle weights accordingly)

• main idea is to get you to revisit/review the material
advice for how to do background research

- google scholar (scholar.google.com)

more recent work
also possibly relevant

link to online paper (usually available if you are on UW campus) if not, try https://sci-hub.tw/

- also a good bet are google and youtube.
Paper 2 preview

- Francheschini2007 “A biology-inspired flying robot sheds light on insect piloting abilities”